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CLASS

A dramatic entertaining space has been carved out of the
former billiards room of this Victorian Glasgow home
Photography Ian Arthur Words Catherine Coyle

O

n her first visit to the home of her latest client, interior designer
Emily Fotheringham Murray realised straight away that getting
the balance right was going to be the key to success here. The
house in question is part of an impressive C-listed terrace
dating from 1845 in the west end of Glasgow, its pilastered
entrance emblematic of the grandeur of the Victorian period.
The whole terrace conjures up images of vast reception
hallways and formal drawing rooms, but in fact that’s the reality for very few of these
properties. Most have been divided up, some more sympathetically than others, and now
contain several flats. Nevertheless, these are far from ordinary dwellings and a great many
have enough space and character to make very desirable homes. What’s more of a question,
though, is whether they can fulfil the needs of 21st-century residents.
This particular flat, which is over two floors, hadn’t been touched for more than 30
years when Emily’s client bought it, and it was in need of remedial work. Nevertheless, with
generous proportions and a wealth of original features, it clearly offered exciting prospects
both to its new owner and its interior designer.
First up was a new layout to better suit a contemporary lifestyle. “Before I was invited to
get involved in the project, my client had made a number of changes to the internal floor
plan,” explains Emily. “Three of the downstairs rooms – the living room, dining room and
one of the bedrooms – had been knocked through to create one large, open-plan space.”
The owner needed his new home to be versatile. On the one hand, he was looking v
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for a place that would be able to accommodate guests,
particularly his daughter and her family whenever they
visited from England. If guest rooms could be housed in
a dedicated ‘wing’, so much the better. On the other hand,
the flat also had to be suitable for parties and gatherings.
He proposed using what had once been the billiards room
on the upper level for this. “He wanted to complement the
room’s existing panelling and cupola but visualised it as a
more modern, uncluttered space,” recalls the designer.
Structural changes had to be made before Emily could
get started. Both the ground-floor living room and the floor
above had fallen quite significantly. In consultation with the
planning department, the lower floor was lifted, packed with
extra timber and then relaid. Once this work was completed
downstairs, the ceiling was removed to allow access to the
upper floor, where many years of bearing the weight of
the old slate-bedded billiards table had caused some of the
40ft-long joists to snap and sag. To reinforce the floor, three
beams, two of steel and one of timber, were installed in large
sections across the width of the room. The ceiling was then
replaced and the cornicing reinstated in accordance with the
building’s listed status.
The heavy renovations took around nine months,

during which time the owner moved out. Once the building
alterations was finished and signed off, Emily was able to
work with the updated layout. She was keen to retain the
atmosphere of the old billiards room, accentuating the
ambience of an exclusive gentlemen’s lounge but giving
it a more modern and elegant feel. She couldn’t lose the
masculine mood, though: “I was aware the owner didn’t
want any delicate fabrics,” she says, “so once all the panelling
and cornicing had been restored to pristine condition,
I knew I had to play with the light – the light is what is so
special about this room.”
The abundance of natural light comes thanks to the
beautifully restored cupola. Emily harnessed it to work in
tandem with the textiles that she combined on the floor,
walls and furnishings. Layering for texture and depth in this
way has allowed her to retain a classical mood, albeit with
contemporary styling.
“I installed a bespoke mirror and used lots of reflective
materials,” she says. “I also used spot lighting, which really
brings the space to life in the evening.”
Day or night, light bounces off walls that are covered in
Zoffany’s Quartz Collection Lustre Tile paper in pewter. The
same tones are carried through in the furnishings here, v

[Above] The hallway has been opened up and painted white to bring out the restored period features. The staircase leads up to the reinvigorated
billiards room. [Below] The billiards room’s original fireplace has been updated with a modern insert, accessorised with a Libra Company
sculpture; a detail of the Victorian skirting board and the Zoffany metallic pewter wallpaper. [Opposite] The upstairs en-suite bathroom is stylishly
traditional. [Previous pages] The former billiards room is now a glamorous entertaining space. Mirrors and the cupola fill it with light. The details
show a Carrick table lamp by RV Astley and a roman blind is in Designers Guild Zetani Noir, both with Art Deco appeal
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such as bespoke sofas from the Sofa & Chair Company that
have been upholstered in Designers Guild’s Perla in silver.
Installing these items was not easy, however. “The
narrow, curved staircase and the entrance to the billiards
room made access very difficult,” the designer recalls. “It had
already constrained what I could put in this room. Even so,
on the day, getting the furniture in – and especially the sofas
– took a nerve-racking couple of hours. The feet and plinth
had to come off each one, but it was still a tight squeeze. It
added an extra cost to these pieces, but this white-glove
service was essential.”
It was all worth it in the end; now that the sofas are in
place, the benefits of commissioning bespoke furniture can
be seen. Not only do they fit the space precisely, but Emily
was also able to give the room a unique configuration that
makes the most of its dimensions. The arrangement is
strongly symmetrical, something the designer often uses
to “anchor” a room, as she puts it: “I balance furniture
composition using symmetry – it’s always pleasing to the
eye and can enhance uneven shaped rooms.” It can be seen
here in the pairs of occasional chairs (the Libra Company’s
Antonio in grey velvet) and side tables (from RV Astley’s
Berlin range), their bold shapes complementing the room’s
original Victorian features.
Her decorative choices make an impact too. Heathfield
& Co’s Fabien Smoke table lamps alter the mood after dark,
their black satin shades and semi-opaque blown-glass bases
lending themselves to evening entertainment. With the
cupola ‘open’ at night (the owner installed an electric blind
to give the option of blocking out the daylight), the effect
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[Above] Full use has been made of the roof space, fitting
a shower into the space. [Below] Decorative floor tiles by
Porcelanosa are a nod to the property’s Victorian roots

is similar to being an observatory, with the starry night sky
bringing out the shimmer of the metallic palette.
Downstairs, her task was to dress the newly formed
open-plan space and to accentuate the features that had
persuaded the owner to buy in the first place. Emily decided
to whitewash the hallway to draw attention to the grandeur
of the building and the care that has been taken to renovate
it. She then filled the space with confident shapes, such as
Eichholtz’s Elson chairs; these, with their black lacquered
legs and nickel studs, draw the eye to the artwork, but also
offer a connection with the club lounge feel upstairs.
“It’s very much a bachelor pad, but I think we’ve brought
those aspects of a traditional property that people look for
together with a fresh modern look,” says the designer.
In the end, it was careful interpretation of the brief,
backed up with rigorous design development, that has
got results here. “We had many meetings, did a lot of draft
drawings and worked out several 3-D mock-ups to ensure
we understood the client’s needs and aspirations,” she
concludes. “We’re really proud of how pleased he is with the
end product.” r

